from the
digital color
recording
capital of
the world---

TWO NEW STARS ARE BORN!

THE D48 VECTOR/RASTER COLOR RECORDER
From DICOMED, the company that pioneered precision raster recording with full color,...
NOW precision vector recording...in full color (of course).
With this combined vector/raster plotting capability, the D48 provides the color hard copy solution for both worlds of computer graphics and image processing.

But the D48 is not limited to still frame plotting...its high speed deflection system, coupled with ultra-high frame-to-frame repeatability, makes it a natural for computer-generated motion picture production.

THE D165 IMAGE RECORDING SYSTEM
The something-for-everybody system incorporating the now famous DICOMED D47 Digital Color Image Recorder. The D165 operating system software provides a mag tape link up with your computer for a multiplicity of color image recording tasks...an absolute must for serious image processing facilities. But...presto, chango!!! Load the DICOMATIC software package, and the D165 becomes a whole new system for generating 35mm text and graphics slides for visual presentations.

DIGITAL COLOR GRAPHICS...a new dimension in visual communication from

DICOMED Corporation
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